Translate

Je joue au hand ball

**Basic translation**: I play hand ball

**Basic +**: I practice HB; I like HB; I love HB

**Basic ++**: HB is a great sport; the best sport is HB

**Hand ball player translation**: I play HB in Pons where we have a great club. We play at a departmental level versus Saintes, Archiac... Currently we are at the second place in the championship, 2 points behind the leader and 1 point ahead the third team.

**Referee translation**: What I find interesting in HB is the application of rules. First of all, as a referee I have to know formally all the details, but I also have to see all the details during matches to make fast and fair decisions. I know that the quality of the referee has a direct influence on the match, the atmosphere of course, but also the technical level.

**Coach translation**: As a coach, I have to manage all aspects of HB: technic, strategy, rules, physical preparation, team management. The interesting part is to combine all those aspects of this sport in a way that the persons I’m in charge of can improve a feel pleasure when playing.

**PE teacher translation**: HB is a good activity to teach students different things useful in everyday life like: cooperation, team work, analyse, making strategic plans, develop technical skills, take good habits for physical activities, have fun

**Fan translation**: The best team is the French team, they have the most impressive records over the last 20 years. The coach is blabla, they’re next match will take place (not very soon due to the coronavirus...), this player is injured but he will be replaced by XXX.

**President of club translation**: HB is a great activity for teenager, but the organisation of a season is very difficult. There are a lot of matches all over the year. We have to keep players involved for training sessions and matches, face troubles like injuries, exams, family situation etc. We also need volunteers to tidy up the gym, organise friendly activities, share information.
**Feminist player**: female HB is very unknown even if the level of the French national team is excellent. The benefits for girls are the same as for boys on every technical aspect (physical condition, skills, friendship...). But, socially speaking there’s a difference. (please list those differences). Strategically, the male and female games, due to physical differences, are not exactly the same (find which differences can be observed).

**Player’s parents**: HB is great for my daughter (or son) because she (he) spends a lot of energy in it and gains confidence and friends, but, it takes a lot of time because of training sessions, competitions and we have to remind her (him) not to forget schoolwork.

In order to make a link with the themes you’ve worked on, complete those « translations » by adding a definition on a health, identity, and cheater point of view.